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Abstract: Despite its numerical challenges, finite element method is used to compute viscous
fluid flow. A consensus on the cause of numerical problems has been reached; however, general
algorithms—allowing a robust and accurate simulation for any process—are still missing. Either a
very high computational cost is necessary for a direct numerical solution (DNS) or some limiting
procedure is used by adding artificial dissipation to the system. These stabilization methods are
useful; however, they are often applied relative to the element size such that a local monotonous
convergence is challenging to acquire. We need a computational strategy for solving viscous fluid
flow using solely the balance equations. In this work, we present a general procedure solving fluid
mechanics problems without use of any stabilization or splitting schemes. Hence, its generalization to
multiphysics applications is straightforward. We discuss emerging numerical problems and present
the methodology rigorously. Implementation is achieved by using open-source packages and the
accuracy as well as the robustness is demonstrated by comparing results to the closed-form solutions
and also by solving well-known benchmarking problems.

Keywords: finite element method; fluid dynamics; computation; viscous fluid flow

1. Introduction

Isothermal flow of viscous fluid is modeled in Cartesian coordinates by using the balance
equations of mass and linear momentum:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂viρ

∂xi
= 0 , (1a)

∂ρvj

∂t
+

∂

∂xi

(
viρvj − σij

)
= ρgj , (1b)

respectively, where ρ denotes the mass density, vi the velocity, σij the non-convective flux term
(Cauchy’s stress), gi the specific supply (gravitational forces); here and henceforth we apply Einstein’s
summation convention to repeated indices. In the case of Newtonian fluids such as water, oil, or alcohol,
a linear relation for stress furnishes the governing equations with sufficient accuracy. This linear
relation is sometimes called the Navier–Stokes equation:

σij = (−p + λdkk)δij + 2µdij , dij =
1
2

( ∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj

∂xi

)
, (2)

with the material constants λ, µ; and a new parameter called (hydrostatic) pressure, p. In the
literature, often the law of motion, i.e., the material equation inserted into the balance equation
is called Navier–Stokes equation. Navier did use Lagrangean method for derivation of the law of
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motion; however, Stokes used—as we do it herein as well—the method introduced by Cauchy for
separating material equation from the balance equation, see [1] for historical remarks. Consider an
incompressible flow in a control volume initially filled with homogeneous water. Thus, the mass
density remains constant in space and time; from the mass balance in Equation (1a), we obtain

∂vi
∂xi

= 0 , (3)

which is used for computing the pressure p. For an incompressible flow—as seen from Equations (2)
and (3)—the mechanical pressure − 1

3 σii becomes identical to the hydrostatic pressure p such that we
handle p as the pressure generated in a pump. Velocity and pressure fields have to satisfy Equations (1b)
and (3).

In analytical mechanics, the aforementioned equations are fulfilled locally (in every infinitesimal
volume element or simply point in space). For a computation we discretize the space, herein by using
the finite element method (FEM). Within each element, the analytical functions for the unknowns
vi and p are represented by form (shape) functions with a local support, i.e., by means of a discrete
element. The shape functions are not smooth, they belong to Cn with a finite n. In other words,
the unknowns are finitely differentiable and depending on the governing equations and constitutive
relations—from the mathematical analysis in [2]—we know that the correct choice of the form functions
for velocity and pressure is of paramount importance for a robust computation. This so-called
Ladyzhenskaya–Babuska–Brezzi (inf-sup compatibility) condition (LBB condition) tells us how to
adjust the shape functions of velocity and pressure in the case of an isothermal and incompressible
flow. Special elements like the Taylor–Hood element [3] or a mixed element with bubble functions [4]
are often used for the isothermal and incompressible fluid flow problems. If one wants to include
temperature deviation and electromagnetism into the computation, we fail to know the corresponding
LBB condition for all shape functions (velocity, pressure, temperature, and electromagnetic fields).
For practical purposes, a robust computation without exploiting the LBB condition is useful for a
straightforward extension to multiphysics applications. This aspect is the main motivation of this work.

1.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

There are several methods for solving the aforementioned equations numerically. The finite
element method is very well suited for problems in solid mechanics such that a robust finite
element method in fluid dynamics allows us to implement a fluid structure interaction quite easily.
Moreover, the finite element method also delivers results in thermodynamics and electromagnetism
by using standard form functions as demonstrated in [5] such that a generalization to multiphysics
problem attracts attention. Therefore, we concentrate on the finite element method for fluid flow
problems. Within a finite element, the governing equations are satisfied globally (over the domain
of the element). There exists a general assumption that we can use the same local governing
equations holding globally in finite elements; however, this strategy leads to several numerical
problems and to various proposals in [6–14], for a review of such suggestions see [15]. These so-called
stabilization methods introduce a numerical parameter depending on the underlying mesh. There are
several successful implementations as in [16–23]. From a practical point of view, such a stabilization
method is very useful; however, introducing numerical parameters may be challenging as they
need to be tuned depending on the application, see [24] for a discussion about this issue leading
to methods being conditionally stable; see references in [25] about accuracy problems of different
techniques. Indeed, numerical strategies exist for performing accurate simulations without numerical
parameters. By using small elements—smaller than the characteristic length scale, for example
Kolmogorov scale—we can overcome the numerical problems. This direct numerical simulation
(DNS) is accurate and robust as demonstrated in [26–32]; however, it is often not feasible without
access to super-computers. There is another class of so-called splitting or projection methods such as
Chorin’s method or its derivatives as in [33–39]. The finite volume method (FVM) is often used in the
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computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as it is accurate and stable [40–43]. These methods are reliable;
but it is challenging to adopt a splitting method or FVM in multiphysics. By using the FEM for viscous
fluid flow, we intend to design a computation strategy by employing only physical (measurable)
parameters in such a way that the strategy shows a local monotonous convergence as expected from
the FEM.

The briefly mentioned problems are well known in the literature such that various new
computation methods are suggested for viscous flow problems. The (numerical) parameter free
approach in [44] shows 2D and 3D results for stationary viscous flows without the nonlinear
convection term (often called Stokes’s problem). Based on this idea an under-integrated mass matrix
is used in [45,46] to perform simulations without stabilization terms in 2D. Several mesh-dependent
stabilization terms and their connections to mesh-independent stabilization methods are investigated
in [47]. In [48] vorticity is used instead of velocity such that a new kind of splitting scheme is
proposed for solving 3D problems. In [49] balance equations of mass, momentum, angular momentum,
and energy are used for performing 3D computations without numerical parameters; however,
the method already uses the energy equation such that generalization for the non-isothermal case seems
to be quite difficult. In [50] vorticity is introduced as an independent term ensuring that the balance of
moment of momentum is satisfied, in 2D numerical solutions are performed without necessitating
any (numerical) parameters. In [51] different strategies are performed for establishing 3D simulations.
They are all based on writing the nonlinear convection term in a different (mathematically equivalent)
form. In [52] a gradient-velocity-pressure formulation is suggested to solve 2D numerical experiments.

1.2. Scope of This Work

In this work, we discuss a special yet general case, namely an isothermal and incompressible
flow. For understanding the numerical problems, often, the pressure related numerical problems and
velocity related numerical problems are studied separately. We use one balance equation for calculating
the pressure and another balance equation for calculating the velocity. It is important to remark that
both balance equations are coupled such that it is not uniquely defined which one to use for computing
pressure and which one to utilize for determining velocity. More robust numerical strategies use both
balance equations for both of the unknowns, this approach has already been undertaken in Chorin’s
method and then extensively exploited by the pressure stabilized Petrov–Galerkin method (PSPG).
We use essentially the same strategy herein by motivating this approach from a different perspective.
Numerical problems are surpassed by incorporating the balance of angular momentum delivering the
necessary smoothness for the pressure. Conventionally, the balance of angular momentum is neglected
since it is already fulfilled locally by the balance of linear momentum (for the case of non-polar fluids).
Furthermore, we discuss the integration by parts and suggest another approach than usually seen in
the literature. We explain in detail how to generate the weak form. Additionally, we emphasize that
the weak form can be extended to fluid structure interaction or multiphysics problems very easily.
We use open-source packages developed under the FEniCS project (The FEniCS computing platform,
https://fenicsproject.org/) and solve some academic examples in order to present the accuracy, local
monotonous convergence, and robustness of the proposed methodology. All codes are made public
on the web site in [53] to be used under the GNU Public license as in [54] for promoting an efficient
scientific exchange as well as further studies.

2. Variational Formulation

Consider the following general balance equation:( ∫
Ω

ψ dv

)•

=
∫

Ω
z dv +

∫
∂Ω

( f + φ)da , (4)

https://fenicsproject.org/
https://fenicsproject.org/
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where the rate of the variable ψ is balanced with the supply term, z, acting volumetrically and with the
flux terms—convective f and non-convective φ—applying on the surface, ∂Ω, of a domain (control
volume), Ω. By using Table 1, we can obtain the balance equations of mass, linear momentum,
and angular momentum.

Table 1. Volume densities, their supply and flux terms in the balance equations.

ψ z f φ

ρ 0 ni(wi − vi)ρ 0
ρvj ρgj ni(wi − vi)ρvj σij

ρ(sj + εjkl xkvl) ρ(`j + εjkl xkgl) ni(wi − vi)ρ(sj + εjkl xkvl) mij + εjkl xkσil

The domain may have its own velocity, x•
i = wi, independent on the velocity of the fluid

particle, vi. For a discussion of the balance equations in a control volume with the domain velocity,
we refer to [55,56]. This domain velocity can be chosen arbitrarily without affecting the underlying
physics. Herein we fix the domain by setting wi = 0. We assume that initially the fluid rests,
vi(x, t = 0) = 0, and it is a homogeneous material, ρ(x, t = 0) = const. Moreover, we assume that the
flow is incompressible, i.e., the mass density remains constant in time, ∂ρ/∂t = 0. After utilizing the
Gauss–Ostrogradskiy theorem, we obtain ∫

Ω
ρ

∂vi
∂xi

dv = 0 , (5a)∫
Ω

(
ρ

∂vj

∂t
− ρgj + ρ

∂vivj

∂xi
−

∂σij

∂xi

)
dv = 0 , (5b)∫

Ω

(
ρ

∂sj

∂t
+ ρεjkl xk

∂vl
∂t
− ρ`j − ρεjkixkgi −

∂

∂xi

(
− viρ(sj + εjkl xkvl) + mij + εjkl xkσil

))
dv = 0 , (5c)

where the spin density, si, its flux term (couple stress), mij, and its supply term, `i, they all vanish
for a non-polar medium like water (furnishing a symmetric stress). Then the angular momentum is
identical to the moment of (linear) momentum,

∫
Ω

εjkl xk

(
ρ

∂vl
∂t
− ρgl + ρ

∂vivl
∂xi
− ∂σil

∂xi

)
dv = 0 , (6a)∫

Ω

(
ρ

∂vl
∂t
− ρgl + ρ

∂vivl
∂xi
− ∂σil

∂xi

)
dv = 0 , (6b)

hence, in analytical mechanics, we may neglect it. However, we observe this term as being important
for resolving numerical challenges.

We multiply the latter equations by an arbitrary test function with the same rank of the integrand,
i.e., Equation (5a) by a scalar, Equation (5b) by a vector, and Equation (6b) by a vector. Having an
arbitrary test function ensures that the global condition holds locally as well. According to the
Galerkin approach, we will choose the test functions from the same space as the unknowns, vi and p.
Therefore, it is natural to use δp and δvi as possible test functions. As we need another vector as well,
we may choose δvi or even construct a vector by using gradient of δp. By utilizing the latter, we affect
the velocity distribution by the pressure gradient leading to an additional enforcement of the correct
pressure distribution. We know that several numerical problems start by computing the pressure
distribution wrongly and we circumvent such numerical instabilities by choosing ∂δp/∂xl as the test
function for Equation (6b)—this particular choice is one of the key contributions of this work providing
stability and robustness to the computational method. A possible justification of this observation relies
on the restriction about the gradient of pressure, which may be interpreted as the missing condition for
the necessary numerical smoothness for pressure related to the LBB condition; however, we enforce it
by using an additional integral form instead of changing the order of shape functions. An analogous
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term multiplied by the mesh size is added in PSPG for the sake of a pressure stabilization. Herein we
use it in equal manner for every finite element independent of their size. Therefore, this formulation is
not called a stabilization since the same weak form is evaluated in each node with no dependence on
the mesh size.

We begin utilizing the discrete representations of continuous fields; but we omit a clear distinction
in the notation since we never use continuous and discrete functions together. We underline that the
choice of the scalar test function is critical and we suggest to use∫

Ω
ρ

∂vi
∂xi

δp dv = 0 , (7a)∫
Ω

(
ρ

∂vj

∂t
− ρgj + ρ

∂vivj

∂xi
−

∂σij

∂xi

)
δvj dv = 0 , (7b)∫

Ω

(
ρ

∂vj

∂t
− ρgj + ρ

∂vivj

∂xi
−

∂σij

∂xi

)
∂δp
∂xj

dv = 0 . (7c)

We refrain ourselves from inserting the mass balance, ∂vi/∂xi = 0, into the latter formulation.
In many implementations in the literature, as velocity divergence has to vanish (for incompressibility),
the term ∂vi/∂xi = 0 is inserted in Equation (7b). Since this condition is tested by δp, we cannot
expect that it is fulfilled for the velocity distribution, thus, we choose to enforce it by testing with
δvj in Equation (7b). We stress that this particular choice improves the robustness of the numerical
implementation.

We solve the transient integral forms in discrete time slices with a time step ∆t, this discretization
in time is established by using Euler backwards method resulting in

∂vi
∂t

=
vi − v0

i
∆t

, (8)

where v0
i indicates the value from the last time step. This implicit method is stable (for real valued

problems) and easy to implement. We emphasize that the implementation is an implicit method since
we evaluate the derivative at the current time. Simply by using a Taylor series around the current time,

vi(t− ∆t) = vi(t)− ∆t
∂vi
∂t

+ O(∆t2) , (9)

and truncating after the linear term in ∆t, we immediately obtain Equation (8). As we neglect quadratic
time steps, we have to choose small time steps in the simulation in order to increase the accuracy of
the time discretization.

3. Generating the Weak Form

Integral forms in Equation (7) will be rewritten in the same unit such that we can sum them
up. First, we divide Equation (7a) by the mass density ρ and bring it to the unit of power.
Second, we undertake no changes in Equation (7b) as it is already in the unit of power. Third, we divide
Equation (7c) by the mass density and multiply it by the time step ∆t and bring it also to the unit of
power. The choice of the unit, herein the unit of power, is arbitrary. Often the formulation is employed
in a dimensionless form generating the well-known Reynolds number.

We rewrite the constitutive equation, σij = −pδij + τij, by combining all terms with dij into τij.
The symmetric part of the velocity gradient, dij, thus the term τij already includes velocity’s first
derivative in space. As a consequence of the first derivative, we need to have a representation of the
velocity function, which is at least C1 continuous. In the integral forms, we observe another space
derivative in τij leading to the restriction that a velocity approximation belonging to the class C2

has to be implemented. This condition will be weakened by integrating by parts. We emphasize
that the integration by parts is applied only on the terms having (at least) second derivative of the
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unknown in order to “shift” one differentiation to the test function. This strategy is not conventional.
Often, integration by parts is used to all flux terms. We observe numerical problems by using an
integration by parts employed to all flux terms. We suggest to integrate by parts only if the term
consists of a second derivative of the unknown. This approach is another key contribution of the work.
After bringing to the same unit and integrating by parts where necessary, by using the usual comma
notation for space derivative (),i = ∂()/∂xi, we obtain the following weak forms:

F1 =
∫

Ω
vi,iδp dv ,

F2 =
∫

Ω

(
ρ

vj − v0
j

∆t
δvj − ρgjδvj + ρ(vivj),iδvj + p,iδvi + τijδvj,i

)
dv−

∫
∂Ω

niτijδvj da ,

F3 =
∫

Ω

(
(vj − v0

j )− ∆tgj + ∆t(vivj),i −
∆t
ρ
(−pδij + τij),i

)
δp,j dv .

(10)

Summing them reads the weak form to be solved,

F
∣∣
Ω = F1 + F2 + F3 , (11)

for one finite element. It becomes zero by inserting the correct pressure and velocity distribution.
A control volume is decomposed into several elements, by assembling the weak forms of each finite
element, Form = ∑e F

∣∣
Ω, the weak form for the whole control volume is acquired. This assembling

generate on the element boundaries the following term:

JniτijK = Jni(σij + pδij)K , (12)

with jump brackets J(·)K indicating the difference between the values of the quantity computed in
adjacent elements. We use continuous form elements for pressure and velocity such that Jni pK = 0,
moreover, we enforce JniσijK = 0 relying on the balance of linear momentum on singular surfaces.
Therefore, the integral term along the element boundaries vanish within the control volume. On the
boundaries of the control volume either velocity or pressure is given. For the parts where velocity is
given, we choose δvi = 0 such that the boundary term vanishes. For the boundary parts, for example
where fluid enters or leaves the domain with a prescribed pressure, p, against the plane outward
direction, ti = −pni, we obtain niτij = ni(σij + pδij) = tj + nj p = 0. Therefore, all boundary terms
vanish in the weak form for an incompressible flow.

4. Algorithm and Computation

Continuous finite elements are used for all simulations. In three-dimensional space (3D) we use
tetrahedrons as elements and in two-dimensional space (2D) we use triangles as elements—both with
linear form functions, i.e., form functions of degree n = 1. The primitive variables are pressure and
velocity; they are represented with corresponding nodal values interpolated using the form functions.
Concretely, 4 primitive variables P = {p, v1, v2, v3} in three-dimensional space belong to

V =
{

P ∈ [Hn(Ω)]4 : P|∂Ω = given
}

, (13)

where [Hn]4 is a 4-dimensional Hilbert space of class Cn as defined in [57] with additional differentiability
properties such that it is called a Sobolev space. The test functions, δP = {δp,δv1,δv2,δv3}, stem from the
same space

V̂ =
{
δP ∈ [Hn(Ω)]4 : δP|∂Ω = given

}
, (14)

which is the Galerkin approach. We use n = 1 for all simulations, in other words, we use the same
linear form functions for pressure as well as for velocity. This choice is risky since we fail to fulfill
the aforementioned LBB conditions. Despite this fact, at least for the demonstrated applications,
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no spurious oscillations occur owing to the additional governing equation restricting the pressure
gradient as well as the careful choice of terms for integrating by parts. This outcome may be justified
by the additional integral term assuring that the pressure gradient is correctly computed. We intend to
construct a numerical scheme with linear form functions for both pressure and velocity such that a
generalization to multiphysics becomes straightforward.

The weak form is nonlinear and coupled such that we need to linearize and solve it monolithically.
For the linearization, we follow the ideas in ([58], Part I, Section 2.2.3) and perform an abstract
linearization using Newton’s method at the partial differential level. The functional Form= F(P, δP) is
an integral of the function depending on the primitive variables P and their variations (test functions)
δP. We know the correct values of P at t = 0. The weak form is initially zero—we obtained it by
subtracting left-hand sides from right-hand sides in the balance equations. We search for P(t + ∆t) at
the next time step, ∆t + t, by using the known values P(t). By rewriting the unknowns P(t + ∆t) in
terms of the known values

P(t + ∆t) = P(t) + ∆P(t) , (15)

we redefine the objective to searching for ∆P(t) instead of P(t + ∆t). If ∆t is chosen sufficiently small,
then the solution is near to the known solution such that ∆P(t) is small. This condition leads to a
Taylor expansion around the known values, P(t), up to the (polynomial) order one

F(P + ∆P, δP) = F(P, δP) +∇PF(P, δP) · ∆P , (16)

where we omit the time argument for the sake of clarity in notation. The expansion is linear in ∆P,
hence we need to construct a linear in ∆P differentiation operator, ∇P, which is established by the
so-called Gateaux derivative:

∇PF(P, δP) · ∆P = lim
ε→0

d
dε

F(P + ε∆P, δP) , (17)

where ε is an arbitrary parameter. Since we first differentiate in ε and then set the parameter ε equal to
zero, only terms of order one in ∆P remain in the solution. Hence, we can solve in ∆P and update
the solution in an iterative manner, P := P + ∆P, where “:=” is an assign operator in computational
algebra. Here is the ultimate algorithm:

while |∆P| > TOL.

solve ∆P, where F(P, δP) + J(P, δP) · ∆P = 0

P := P + ∆P

(18)

The so-called Jacobian, J = ∇PF is computed automatically by means of symbolic differentiation
implemented under the name SyFi within the FEniCS project, see [59,60]. This automatic linearization
procedure allows us to use any nonlinear constitutive equation in the code. Herein we use a linear
constitutive equation in order to achieve a comparison with closed-form solutions. For higher Reynolds
numbers, the procedure may lead to a slow or even non-convergence. This numerical problem is caused
by the linearization itself as discussed in ([61], Section 7.2). As we have expanded with a linear Taylor
series, the initial guess of the Newton–Raphson algorithm affects the convergence greatly. A better
option is to use the Picard (fix point) iteration with the same weak formulation as introduced herein.

The geometry is constructed in Salome (Salome, the open-source integration platform for
numerical simulation, http://www.salome-platform.org) by using NetGen algorithms (Netgen Mesh
Generator, https://sourceforge.net/projects/netgen-mesher/) for the triangulation. Then the mesh is
transformed as explained in ([62], Appendix A.3) and implemented in a Python code using packages
developed by the FEniCS project, which is wrapped in C++ and solved in a Linux machine running
Ubuntu (Ubuntu, open source software operating system, https://www.ubuntu.com/).

http://www.salome-platform.org
https://sourceforge.net/projects/netgen-mesher/
https://www.ubuntu.com/
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5. Comparative Analysis

The suggested weak form is implemented and solved for various problems. First, we examine
the accuracy and convergence behavior of 3D computation by comparing numerical results to
semi-analytical closed-form solutions for simple geometries, we call them analytical solutions. They are
all well-known and can be found in different textbooks, for example see [63]. This analysis is of
importance to present the local monotonous convergence that is the important and prominent feature
of the FEM. For a flow problem, we increase the accuracy at every point by decreasing the mesh size.
Second, we present benchmarking problems in 2D in order to verify the robustness of the method.

5.1. Steady State Hagen–Poiseuille Flow

Consider a laminar flow in an infinite pipe as a result of the given pressure difference.
This configuration is called the Hagen–Poiseuille flow and it has a steady-state solution obtained in
cylindrical coordinates, r, θ, z, under the assumption that the flow is only along the pipe. The pipe is
oriented along z, which is set as the axis of the pipe. No-slip condition, vi = 0, is applied on the outer
walls, r = a. The steady-state solution reads

vi =


0
0

− dp
dz

a2

4µ

(
1− r2

a2

)
 , (19)

for an incompressible flow of a linear viscous fluid like water of viscosity µ. We use this solution for an
analysis of convergence and accuracy. A three-dimensional pipe of length ` is constructed and on the inlet
and outlet, the pressure is given as Dirichlet boundary conditions, p(z = 0) = pin and p(z = `) = pout.
The flow is driven by the pressure difference such that the gravity is neglected. Moreover, we are interested
in the steady-state where the inertial term vanishes. In order to mimic the infinite pipe, we set the radial
and circumferential velocities zero on the inlet and outlet. FEM computation is realized in Cartesian
coordinates, so we basically allow vz on inflow plane, x = 0, and outflow plane, x = `, by setting
vx = vy = 0 as Dirichlet conditions.

The pressure distribution is expected to be linear along z, hence, for the analytical solution
dp/ dz = (pout − pin)/`. For a better comparison we use the diameter D as the characteristic length
and half of the maximum velocity, vM

z = vz(r = 0), as the characteristic velocity for calculating the
Reynolds number:

Re =
vM

z Dρ

2µ
. (20)

For a small pipe of an inch long and a quarter inch wide, we construct the mesh by using a global
element length h. We use SI units such that ` = 25.4 mm and D = 6.35 mm and water as the fluid with

ρ = 998.2× 10−6 g/mm3 , µ = 1001.6× 10−6 Pa s , λ = 0.6 Pa s . (21)

Especially, the choice of λ is of importance since this parameter is not measured directly.
Although λ is a physical and measurable quantity, for a conventional pressure amount,
the incompressibility makes the measurement of λ very challenging. In the Navier–Stokes Equation (2),
the term λdkk vanishes for the correct velocity solution. Therefore, for the numerical sense, λ has to be
great enough that dkk is enforced to vanish. Hence, we choose λ multiple times greater than µ, in reality
(for compressible flows) λ and µ are independent parameters. Interestingly, we have observed that
choosing λ greater than suggested value slows down the convergence. A remedy to this relies on the
aforementioned fixed point iteration; but we use herein the Newton–Raphson iteration. By doubling λ,
the same accuracy of the solution is obtained with more degrees of freedom (DOF). Its value does not
change the convergence behavior, as long as it is great enough. In order to determine the value of λ,
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we simply decreased until the maximum Re was achieved. Less than the used value leads to numerical
problems in the Newton–Raphson iterations.

By using a standard convergence analysis, we compare three different meshes starting with a
global edge length of tetrahedrons, h = 0.6 mm, then reducing it by half. For every simulation, a new
mesh is generated such that the number of nodes fail to increase exactly by 23 times in 3D. We use an
unstructured mesh and the mesh quality is nearly identical because of using the same algorithm on the
relatively simple geometry. The expected monotonic convergence has been attained as seen in Figure 1
for 2 different Reynolds numbers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Three-dimensional (3D) computation of steady state solution and its comparison to the
analytical solution in a pipe for two different Reynolds numbers. (a) Re = 313; (b) Re = 940.

Two important facts need to be underlined. First, the parabolic distribution of the velocity along
the diameter is achieved even with a coarse mesh. Second, the relative error is 1.1% at r = 0 for a low
Reynolds number and 4.1% at r = 0 for a high Reynolds number by using mumps direct solver.

5.2. Starting Hagen–Poiseuille Flow

In order to test the accuracy in the transient simulation, we use the same configuration and
solve in every time step. Since we have obtained the expected convergence in space discretization
for the steady-state solution, we expect to have a monotonic convergence in time discretization, too.
Therefore, we solve the same example with different time steps from t = 0 to t = 10 s with the initially
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applied pressure difference. For this case there is a closed-form solution under the same assumptions
as before,

vi =


0
0

− dp
dz

a2

4µ

(
1− r2

a2 −
N

∑
n=1

8
J0(Λn

r
a )

Λ3
n J1(Λn)

exp(−Λ2
nτ)

)
 , (22)

with τ = tµ/(ρa2) and Bessel functions (of the first kind) J0 and J1 with Λn being the roots of J0.
We compute the (semi-)analytical solution by using SciPy packages for Bessel functions as well as
its roots and choose N = 50. By choosing the best mesh obtained from the convergence analysis in
the steady-state case, namely the mesh with h = 0.15 mm, we compute the solution in time by using
different time steps. We present in Figure 2 the maximum value vz(r = 0, t) over time for different
time steps showing the expected convergence with decreasing time steps as well as the distribution at
different time instants for the smallest time step.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Three-dimensional computation of transient solution and its comparison to the analytical
solution in a pipe for Re = 313 in (a) ∆t = {1, 0.5, 0.25} s; (b) ∆t = 0.25 s.

In addition to the convergence in time, the relative error remains unchanged over time.
We conclude that the suggested formalism is capable of simulating a simple, laminar, three-dimensional
flow of a linear viscous fluid accurately under a monotonic loading. The velocity and pressure
distributions show no artifacts or mesh dependency as presented in Figure 3.

We have used mumps direct solver for achieving the highest accuracy in the numerical solution.
We emphasize that the pressure difference is applied instantaneously, which is numerically challenging.
For transient loading scenarios, there are various assumptions used for obtaining a closed-form
solution such that we omit to examine further cases. Based on the presented examples, we conclude
that the approach delivers an accurate solution.
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Figure 3. Velocity solution (direction as scaled arrows and magnitude as colors) and pressure solution
(as colors) of the transient pipe flow at t = 5 s, shown on the half of the pipe (upper part: velocity and
lower part: pressure) for Re = 313.

5.3. Lid Driven Cavity

Especially in higher Reynolds numbers, the stability of the numerical method becomes critical.
Hence, we examine a prominent benchmark problem by following [64], where the numerical solution is
obtained by using a different numerical solution strategy. We model a rectangle with a given shearing
velocity on top, called lid driven cavity. As fluid we use water with parameters as in Equation (21);
the solution is shown in normalized units for the sake of a direct comparison to [64] that we use as
the reference solution. A transient computation has been realized, where the shear velocity on the
lid is slowly increased; so we may assume that the solution in each time step is tantamount to the
steady state solution, for which the results are compiled in ([64], Tables I and II). As an example we
demonstrate in Figure 4 the solution for Re = 5000.

As is seen in Figure 4, the velocity distributions along horizontal and vertical axes may be used
for comparing results adequately as presented in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Velocity distribution and the corresponding streamline for Re = 5000 simulated with
parameters of water from Equation (21).
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Results from the reference solution and results obtained by the proposed method show no
significant difference up to Re = 5000. This good agreement fails to be the case in the higher Reynolds
number, we skip an analysis about the strength and weak points of the method used for the reference
solution; there is no consensus on the correct numerical results for larger Reynolds number, for an
elaborate discussion about different results in the literature, we refer to [65] and reference therein.
We emphasize that the proposed method is delivering results for this application showing instabilities
generating vortices at the edges. No numerical problems emerge for the transient solution even in high
Reynolds numbers. Typical numerical stability problems occurring in the finite element method are
circumvented by using the aforementioned weak form as well as keeping the term with the volume
viscosity in the formulation. For each application, the volume viscosity affects the numerical stability.
We have chosen λ = 10 Pa s. Considering the analysis before, we emphasize that results indeed show
the same local and monotonous convergence properties. By choosing λ bigger, we slow down the
convergence such that a dense mesh is used for acquiring reliable results.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Velocity distribution in the lid driven cavity benchmark problem. (a) Horizontal velocities
along the vertical axis through the center are divided by the (given) lid velocity. (b) Vertical velocities
along horizontal axis through the center are normalized by the lid velocity. For three different Reynolds
numbers, the results are compared to the reference solution (denoted as “Ref.”) taken from ([64],
Tables I and II).

5.4. Karman Vortex Street

Flow past an obstacle is one of the heavily studied phenomena in the literature. Especially the
instabilities in wakes behind an obstacle—realized as a bluff in the middle of the flow—has obtained
much attention, we refer to [66] for a detailed historical review. By precisely setting up an arrangement
as analyzed in [67], it is possible to obtain a vortex street configuration depending on the force
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dragging and lifting the obstacle. For example, such a problem is solved in ([68], Section 3.4)
by using the so-called incremental pressure correction scheme (IPCS). This splitting method is
powerful for isothermal case, but difficult to apply for non-isothermal cases. In the approach
presented herein, we solve pressure and velocity at once by using the same order of form functions.
As suggested in [69], we implement a benchmarking problem for creating a laminar Karman vortex
street. This benchmark problem is used to test a new method or code, it is accurately computed in [70],
by using Taylor–Hood elements as quadratic form functions for velocity and linear functions for
pressure, without stabilization, which we use as the reference solution. For a qualitative comparison
with presented solutions in ([70], Figure 2), at the same time instants, we visualize velocity distributions
in Figure 6.

A rectangle of ` = 2.2 m× H = 0.41 m has a circular obstacle of diameter 0.1 m with its center
located at (0.2, 0.2). On the upper and lower walls as well as on the obstacle, fluid adheres to the
fixed walls. Fluid is pumped in from the left hand side and flows around the obstacle, which is placed
vertically not at the center such that fluid flow gets perturbed differently on the upper and lower sides
of the obstacle. Hence, vortex shedding behind the obstacle generates wakes. On the right end, the
Dirichlet boundary condition is set for the pressure p = pref.. On the left, where fluid enters the domain,
the velocity profile:

vi =

vmax sin
(
π

t
8

)4y(H − y)
H2

0

 , (23)

is applied with vmax = 1.5 m/s leading to the Reynolds number Re = 100 for fluid of ρ = 1 kg/m3

and µ = 0.001 Pa s. Of course, such a fluid performing an incompressible flow is difficult to find in
reality; however, the benchmark problem needs to be seen as a computationally challenging problem
demonstrating the strength and robustness of the proposed code since a computation in such a low
kinematic viscosity, ν = µ/ρ, may cause numerical problems. By using λ = 0.01 Pa and ∆t = 1/1600 s,
we have successfully computed up to 8 s such that the velocity increases up to 4 s and then decreases
(sinusoidally, in a half period).

The vortex shedding behind the obstacle occurs because of the boundary layer separation.
This separation is due to the changing pressure gradients on upper and lower parts of the obstacle.
There are two stagnation points visible in front of and behind the obstacle. Along the boundary of the
obstacle, pressure gradient changes its sign at the top point. This change in pressure gradient resolves
a wake behind the obstacle, as the pressure is lower it leads to a flow separation. We have modeled
this phenomenon with the same element type and size around the boundary, in other words, without
any special boundary layer modeling. This benchmark problem is chosen for proving the robustness
of the proposed method. In Figure 7, a quantitative analysis is shown between the reference solution
and the FEM computation by using the drag and lift coefficients:

cD =
−2

v2
mean`

∫
Ω

(µ

ρ
vi,jvD

i,j + vivj,ivD
j − pvD

i,i

)
dv ,

cL =
−2

v2
mean`

∫
Ω

(µ

ρ
vi,jvL

i,j + vivj,ivL
j − pvL

i,i

)
dv

(24)

where vD = (1, 0) and vL = (0, 1) on the obstacle leading to the forces along the flow direction
(drag) and perpendicular to the flow direction (lift). The forces are normalized by the mean velocity,
vmean = 1 mm/s, and characteristic length (diameter of the obstacle), ` = 0.1 mm. The reference
solution and the herein proposed method, both solve the same equations by the finite element method.
As we have shown the convergence in the last section, we demonstrate not the quantitative agreement
but the reliability of the proposed method. Even with a low amount of degrees of freedom (DOFs),
a numerical solution is possible by using the same type of form functions for pressure and velocity
without stabilization. In order to examine the capability of the method, we choose the model with
DOFs = 67,035 and change the viscosity and inlet velocity to obtain a flow with Re = 1000 reached in
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1 s and held 100 s long. Again we managed to compute without numerical problems the analogous
Karman vortex street with a different formation as depicted in Figure 8.

Figure 6. Two-dimensional (2D) computation of the vortex shedding with the configuration as in [70],
velocity distribution is presented with colors denoting to magnitude and with arrows showing their
direction at times 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 s.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Drag (a) and lift (b) coefficients caused by the force applied on the cylinder by flowing
viscous fluid. Results from two meshes are shown as continuous lines labeled as finite element method
(FEM) denoting the computation presented herein and the reference solution is demonstrated as dashed
lines labeled as Ref. obtained from http://www.featflow.de/en/benchmarks/cfdbenchmarking/flo
w/dfg_benchmark3_re100.html

http://www.featflow.de/en/benchmarks/cfdbenchmarking/flow/dfg_benchmark3_re100.html
http://www.featflow.de/en/benchmarks/cfdbenchmarking/flow/dfg_benchmark3_re100.html
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 8. Two-dimensional computation of the vortex shedding with Re = 1000 leading to the Karman
vortex street, velocity distribution is presented as arrows and their magnitude as colors. At t = 15 s
in (a) the perturbation starts invoking the first vortex, at t = 25 s in (b) the vortex street is forming,
at t = 65 s in (c) the vortex shedding is affecting the whole domain, and at t = 80 s (d) the periodic street
is visible. Pressure distribution is shown at t = 80 s in (e) on top of the finite elements discretization
with an increased pressure before and moving decreased pressure “islands” after the cylinder.

6. Conclusions

A new method is proposed to compute fluid dynamics of isothermal and incompressible flows
by means of the FEM. We have rigorously investigated the convergence and the accuracy of the
proposed approach by using closed-form solutions. Convergence in space and time is difficult to
achieve in FEM for flow problems. The accuracy is only possible by using extremely high degrees of
freedom. With the proposed method, we have attained a good accuracy with relatively coarse meshes.
Local monotonic convergence in space and time is a remarkable quality of the FEM and our method
exploits this feature. We stress that this property is of paramount importance for problems where the
accurate solution is not known. Based on the local monotonic convergence, a posteriori error analysis is
possible. Hence, the proposed method is reliable. Moreover, we have demonstrated the robustness of
the implementation in open-source packages called FEniCS by solving benchmark problems. All used
codes are publicly available on the web site in [53] to be used under the GNU Public license [54].
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Further research is being conducted for computing real-life problems and verification of the proposed
method with the aid of experimental results.
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